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NJ- A ENVIRONMENTAL VIEWS OF WHITESBOG VILLAGE

NJ- A-1 Environmental perspective of southeast sides of barrel factory (Building #8) and workers' dwellings (Buildings #9 and #10) looking north

NJ- A-2 Environmental perspective of southeast sides of workers' dwellings (Buildings #9, #10, #11, and #12) looking north

NJ- A-3 Environmental perspective of northeast and southeast sides of workers dwellings (Buildings #12 and #11) looking south (12/6/91)
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NJ- -B BARREL STORAGE BUILDING (BUILDING #7)
NJ- -B-1 Perspective of northeast and southeast sides looking west
NJ- -B-2 Detail of southeast wall looking west
NJ- -B-3 Perspective of southwest and northwest sides looking east
NJ- -B-4 Elevation of northwest side
NJ- -B-5 Detail of doorsill and rails on northeast side
NJ- -B-6 First floor: central bay with cart rails looking southwest
NJ- -B-7 First floor: view of framing and northwest wall looking north
Whitesbog Village Complex
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NJ-C BARREL FACTORY BUILDING (BUILDING #8)

NJ-C-1 Perspective of southeast front and southwest side looking north

NJ-C-2 Elevation of northeast side looking southwest

NJ-C-3 Elevation of northwest side including elevation of northwest side of building #9

NJ-C-4 Detail of cedar shingles on northwest wall looking southwest
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NJ- -D WORKER'S DWELLING (BUILDING #9)
NJ- -D-1 Environmental perspective of northeast front and northwest side looking south
NJ- -D-2 Elevation of northeast front looking southwest
NJ- -D-3 Perspective of southwest rear and southeast side looking north
NJ- -D-4 Elevation of northwest side looking southeast
NJ- -D-5 First floor: detail of southeast wall in northwest room looking south
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NJ- -E WORKERS HOUSE (BUILDING #10)

NJ- -E-1 Elevation of northeast front looking southeast
NJ- -E-2 Detail of door on northeast front looking southwest
NJ- -E-3 Detail of window on southeast side looking northwest
NJ- -E-4 First floor: southeast wall in northwest room looking north
Whitesbog Village Complex  
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NJ-   -F   WORKERS DWELLING (BUILDING #11)

NJ-    -F-1 Perspective of northeast front and southeast side looking south

NJ-    -F-2 Elevation of southeast side looking northwest

NJ-    -F-3 Perspective of northwest side and southeast rear looking east

NJ-    -F-4 First floor: rear room on south side looking southeast

NJ-    -F-5 Second floor: south and west walls in southeast room looking south

NJ-    -F-6 Second floor: southeast and southeast walls in northeast room looking east
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Photographer: David L. Ames, November 1, 1991 and January 28, 1992

NJ- G WORKERS DWELLING (BUILDING #12)

NJ- G-1 Perspective of northeast front and southeast side looking west

NJ- G-2 Perspective of southwest rear looking northwest

NJ- G-3 Second floor: view of southeast walls in southeast and northwest rooms looking northwest

NJ- G-4 Second floor: view of northwest and southwest walls in southeast room looking southwest
Whitesbog Village Complex
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Photographer: David L. Ames, January 28, 1992

NJ- -H  PRIVY NORTHWEST OF BUILDING #10
NJ- -H-1  Perspective of southeast and northeast sides looking west (12/6/91)
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